
 

 
Core competitive advantages: 
 

• TTO (Thermal Transfer Overprinting) is the only coding technology we focus on.  No inkjet, 
laser, print and apply, etc – because TTO is a specialty, and we put all of our resources into 
designing and building the sturdiest, highest quality and most field-reliable TTO printers in the 
industry. 

• Because of the extremely low occurrences of field service requirements on FlexPackPRO TTO 
equipment, and our confidence in FPP TTO performance, we offer the industry’s longest 
standard warranty – 18 MONTHS. 

• Our machines and brackets are made with all stainless steel and aircraft grade aluminum parts, 
manufactured in-house to ensure the tightest specifications, highest quality-control, lowest 
cost and quickest turnaround. 

• Only the world’s highest-rated pneumatics from Festo/Germany, and thermal printhead 
assemblies from Kyocera/Japan, are used to build FlexPackPRO overprinting equipment. 

• Rugged, operator-friendly, stainless steel 7” color touchscreen controllers. 

• Our ProCode Professional coding design software – considered by many the industry’s easiest 
to use - comes free with every system.  It is the complete software package.  Markem, Videojet 
and others provide only their basic software (letters and numbers only – no graphics, barcodes 
or extensive font choices – to get that it’s on average an $1,100 upgrade).  And we have no 
licensing restrictions on our software – customers can copy it to as many laptops or desktops 
as they’d like at no additional cost.  Furthermore, our published protocol is available to third 
party developers and there are drivers, emulators and custom interfaces available to speak to 
other databases and platforms. 

• Our air requirements are the lowest in the industry, leading to less wear on the units, rollers 
and pads, and longer printhead life.  Our recommended air pressure setting is 2 BAR; by 
comparison, Videojet and Markem-Imaje suggest 6 BAR for their units. 

• Our consumables costs (ribbons and printheads) are the lowest among any TTO manufacturer.  
And again, because our entire company is focused on thermal transfer overprinting 
technology, our ribbon ink quality is superior, and our thermal printheads are the highest 
quality/longest lasting available. 

• In fact, we have an entire business unit dedicated to supplying lower cost, higher quality 
ribbons – as well as OEM-quality printheads – for all of our competitors’ TTO printer models as 
well (especially Markem and Videojet).  Ribbon samples are always free for testing, and 
thermal printheads have a 12-month OEM warranty. 

• The response-times, flexibility, training and trouble-shooting they’ll receive from our deeply 
engaged manufacturer-distributor team – including direct access to executive decision-makers 
– is superior to the care offered by large, highly diversified conglomerates with high turnover 
and less employee engagement.  


